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This month ’s coverfeatures a drawing ofa Western Lowland Gorilla (Gorilla g. gorilla) drawn by Yoshi

Yonetani, a longtime member ofAAZK who works for the Zoo Design & Education Lab (ZooDEL) in

Kobe, Japan. The drawing is takenfrom photographs he took while observing a 10-year-old male gorilla

demonstrate his rope walking skills at the Higashiyama Zoo & Botanical Gardens. Be sure to check out

other great ape newsfrom Japan in Yoshi ’s article in this issue ofAKF Gorilla of different subspecies

vary in coat length, hair color, andjaw and teeth size. Individuals vary, but many western lowlandgorillas—
the subspecies pictured on the cover—have brownish-gray coats, unlike the often blackish coats of the

mountain (G. b. beringei) and eastern lowland (G. b. graueri) gorillas. On two legs, adult male gorillas

stand aboutfive a halffeet tall (rarely a bit taller). They weigh between 300 and 400pounds. Females are

smaller, standing up to five feet tall and averaging about 200 pounds. Zoo specimens are often heavier.

Western lowland gorillas have a more pronounced brow ridge, and ears that appear small in relation to

their heads. They also have a different shaped nose and lip. Adult male gorillas ’ heads look conical due

to the large bony crests on the top (sagittal) and back (nuchal) of the skull. These crests anchor the

massive muscles used to support and operate their largejaws and teeth. Adultfemale gorillas also have

these crests, but they are much less pronounced. In comparison to the mountain gorilla, the western

lowland gorilla has a wider and larger skull and the big toe ofthe western lowland gorilla is spread apart

morefrom the alignment of his otherfour toes. Like all great apes, gorillas ’ arms are longer than their

legs. When they move quadrupedally, they knuckle-walk, supporting their weight on the third andfourth
digits of their curled hands. Like other primates each individual has distinctive fingerprints. Western

lowland gorillas live in lowland tropicalforests in Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Republic

of Congo, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Angola, and Nigeria Shy

vegetarians, the world ’s largestprimatesface an uncertainfuture in Africa ’s remaining equatorialforests.

Thanks, Yoshi!.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers ’Forum will be reviewed by the editorial staff for publication. Articles of a

research or technical nature will be submitted to one or more of the zoo professionals who serve as referees

for AKF. No commitment is made to the author, but an effort will be made to publish articles as soon as

possible. Lengthy articles may be separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editor. The

editor reserves the right to edit material without consultation unless approval is requested in writing by the

author. Materials submitted will not be returned unless accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed,

appropriately-sized envelope. Telephone, fax or email contributions of late-breaking news or last-minute

insertions are accepted as space allows. Phone 785-273-9149; FAX (785) 273-1980; email is

akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com< Ifyou have questions about submission guidelines, please contact the Editor.

Deadline for each regular issue is the 10th of the preceding month.

Dedicated issues may have separate deadline dates and will be noted by the editor.

Articles printed do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the AKF staff or the American Association ofZoo

Keepers, Inc. Publication does not indicate endorsement by the Association.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this publication is given and a copy of the

reprinted material is forwarded to the editor. If an article is shown to be separately copyrighted by the

author(s), then permission must be sought from the author(s). Reprints of material appearing in this journal

may be ordered from the editor. Regular back issues are available for $4.00 each. Special issues may cost

more.

E-Mail Addresses:

You may reach Barbara Manspeaker at AAZK Administrative Offices at: aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmail.com<

You may reach Susan Chan and Animal Keepers ’Forum at: akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com<

Mailing Address:

AAZK, Inc., 3601 SW 29th St., Suite 133, Topeka, KS 66614-2054

AAZK website Address: www.aazk.org

BFR Website: http://aazkbfr.org
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Election 2009 Reminder - Nomination Deadline SOON!
All Professional members are reminded that nominations for the Board of Directors

of the Association are due at Administrative Office by 28 February 2009. Board

Scoops & Scuttlebutt

members Denise Wagner, Tammy Root and Jacque Blessington will be stepping

down having completed their respective terms on the Board, Nomination/Nominator downloadable

forms, as well as criteria for nominations, may be found in the Member’s Only section of theAAZK
website (

www.aazk.org). Completed forms must be mailed by the deadline toAAZK Administrative

Office, 3601 SW 29th St., Suite 133, Topeka, KS 66614-2054. The 2009 election itself is being

handled electronically from the Member’s Only section of the website. PLEASE NOTE: You will

only be able to vote ifyourAAZK Professional membership is current and ifyou have registered

as a user on the Member’s Only section of the website. If you have not registered, please do so

no later than 15 April!

The timeline for the 2009 election is as follows:

• 28 February - Nomination Forms due at AAZK Administrative Office

• 1 April - Viewing of Candidate profiles opens in the Member’s Only section

• 1 5 April - 1 June - Professional Member Electronic Voting Period

• Results of the election will be published soon after the 10 June verification of ballots

and notification of results to the candidates.

Time to Nominate Your Peers forAAZK Awards
Nominations are now being accepted for 2009 for the various awards given out by AAZK, Inc. each

year at the National Conference. Awards are submitted for consideration to the AAZK Awards

Committeee, Chaired by Janet McCoy from the Oregon Zoo.

Information for these awards, including criteria for nomination and the required forms for submitting

a nomination are available on the AAZK website (www.aazk.org). You will need to click on

“Committees” from the menu at the left of the home page and then click on “Awards Committee”.

This will take you to the page containing information on the various awards and the nomination

process. Please be aware that completed nomination forms must be returned to; Janet McCoy,

AAZK Awards Committee, Oregon Zoo, 4001 S.W. Canyon Rd., Portland, OR 97221 by 1 May
20n9 in order to be considered for this award cycle.

The AAZK Awards include:

• Lifetime Achievement Award
• Lee Houts Excellence in Enrichment Award
• Certificate of Merit for Zoo Keeper Education

• Certificate of Excellence in Exhibit Design Renovation

• Mazuri® Animal Nutrition Award
• Jean M. Hromadka AAZK Excellence in Animal Care Award
• The Lutz Ruhe Meritorious Achievement - AAZK Professional of the Year Award
• The AAZK Chapter of the Year Award

Chapter Recharter Deadline Imminent

!

All AAZK Chapters are reminded that if they do not return their completed recharter packet and

required fees toAAZK Administrative Offices by 1 March 2009 they will be subject to a $ 1 50.00 late

fee. All Chapters were sent the Recharter Packet forms electronically the first week in January and

were asked to acknowledge receipt of these forms via return email. If for any reason, you did not get

your forms, you should contact Barbara Manspeaker immediately! Also, ifyou have questions about
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filling out the forms and proper reporting of Chapter finances and/or activities, please callAO at 785-

273-9149.

IMPORTANT: Please keep the Administrative Secretary aware of any changes

in the email address you wish used for your Chapter since all

required forms, special notices and the INSIGHT electronic

newsletter are sent to the email address on the Chapter’s most

recent Recharter Packet form. Just drop Barbara an email

at aazkofflce@zk.kscoxmail.com to report a change of email

contact information for your Chapter.

We appreciate your prompt attention to the completion and return of2009 Recharter Packets. AAZK,
Inc. is required by the IRS to have reporting information on each of our subsidiary Chapters in order

to maintain and protect AAZK, Inc. non-profit tax status. Thanks.

New Content Available_Qn Member’s Only Section of Website

If you haven’t checked out the Member’s Only section of the AAZK website recently, you’re in for a

surprise. Downloadable pdfs of all of the papers, posters and workshops from the 2006 (Chicago),

2007 (Galveston) and 2008 (Salt Lake City) AAZK Conference are now available. Remember, in

order to access this portion of the website, you must register as a user. This is a simple process, just

follow the prompts. All “user applicants” must be approved as validAAZK members and this is done

each weekday from AO. There is lots ofgood information and resources, so ifyou haven’t registered

yet, do so soon and don’t miss out on these special features.

PLEASE NOTE; Neotropical Primate Conference Cancelled

We have been notified by the Brookfield Zoo and their Primate Department that, because of the state

ofthe economy and its possible effects on the success ofthe proposed Neotropical Primate Conference,

this event has been cancelled. Ifyou have questions, please contact Vince Sodaro at (708) 688-8400

or email at Vince.sodaro@czs.org<

^ 2009 National Zoo Keepers Week ~ July 19th-24th^

News from the Felid Taxon Advisory Group

May 1-3 Tacoma, WA
The AZA Felid Taxon Advisory Group mid-year meeting will be hosted by the Point Defiance Zoo
& Aquarium in Tacoma, WA and will emphasize two important aspects of felid conservation.

Veterinary Medicine and Education, and will include a variety of presentations and working groups

on both subjects. SSP® meetings will be held prior to the TAG meeting on April 29 and April 30.

The Felid TAG Husbandry Courses will also be offered prior to the TAG meeting from the evening

ofApril 27-April 30.

A registration form may be downloaded from the Felid TAG Conference webpage link located at

www.thezoosociety.org. For further meeting information please contact Marla Waddell at

marla.waddell@pdza.org, or go to the FTAG page at www.felidtag.org< Hotel, airport and

transportation information can also be found on the FTAG page.

April 27-30 Tacoma, WA
The AZA Felid TAG will be conducting two consecutive Husbandry Workshops, one focused on

large cats and one focused on small cats. These courses will be held at the Point Defiance Zoo &
Aquarium just prior to the mid-year TAG meeting beginning on the evening ofApril 27. These two

and a half-day courses are designed to assist in the training ofkeepers, leads and front-line supervisors

involved in the daily care of felids. For more information on courses go to the FTAG page at

www.feiidtag.org<
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“One World,

One Zoo”

Third and Final

Call for Papers

A joint conference:

The 3rd International

Congress on Zookeeping and the 36th National Conference of the American

Association of Zoo Keepers will be held in Seattle, WA, USA, in 2009. This will be

hosted by The Puget Sound Chapter of AAZK and Woodland Park Zoo.

You are invited to submit abstracts of papers, posters & workshops on any aspect

of zoo work. More information and guidelines can be found at the ICZ website

www.iczoo.org

Abstracts for oral and poster presentations should be written in English, no more

than 600 words long, and in RTF or MS Word^ format. The abstract should contain

title, authors and affiliations with the presenting author in bold letters. Body text to

be Arial, font size 12 & titles size 14. If you want to run a workshop focused on

developing zoo keeper skills, please send a short description.

Please mark ‘ICZ Abstract’ and send to: Paul Howse, ICZ Steering Committee at

p.howse@chesterzoo.org

Estimated attendance is 350 - 400 zoo workers from over 30 countries.

Deadline for abstracts is 1st April 2009

Conference dates are September 24th - 29th, 2009

AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION

of ZOO KEEPERS

POINT DEFIANCE

ZOO
&AQUARIUM

WCKJOLAND ZCKj

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF

ZOOKEEPERS
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rom thePPGsident

Safety was something we talked about quite a bit over the last 18 months. There were some high

profile incidents, including the tragedy at the San Francisco Zoo. Executive Director Ed Hansen

and I both wrote editorials on safety, and an unprecedented number of Letters to the Editor of

Animal Keepers ’ Forum were received in response to those editorials. I also received many emails

and phone calls from you about the topic, had several hospitality suite discussions at the AAZK
annual conference, and was even invited to participate in a safety workshop at a major zoo last

summer.

Zoos are generally safe places to work, but our jobs still come with a greater element of risk than

many other professions. Concern over safety is not a new phenomenon in zoos. It is natural for

keepers to be concerned over their well-being. The concerns that keepers share about safety seem

to be the same regardless ofwhich zoo they come from. Large or small, union or non-union, public

or private, you all seem to be thinking the same thing. Some of your concerns included:

1 . Heavy Workloads - Keepers have always been champion multi-taskers, but in today’s

economy and environment of hiring freezes, lay-offs, and budget cuts, some of you are

being asked to do more with less, more than ever before.

2. Communication - Poor communication seems to be at the heart of every major zoo

issue (read: problem). While you can’t control the amount of information that comes

your way, don’t give up on your end of the line of communication.

3. Consistency - When mistakes do occur, many of you say there is inconsistency in your

institution’s reaction to the mistakes and the discipline process.

4. Transparency - Along with communication, some of you think zoo managers are not

completely transparent when it comes to safety or information sharing.

5. Root Cause - Some expressed concern that the focus is on the mistake, and not what

caused the mistake.

6. Staffing Issues - Continuity between keepers, consistency, the high turnover of staff

that results in too many rookie keepers, and how those new keepers are trained in safety

skills are concerns for many of you.

7. Us V5. Them - Many of you described similar work environments of keepers vs.

management, instead of working together as a team to improve animal care and safety.

8. Critical Mass - How many keepers are actually needed to get the daily tasks completed

in a safe manner, and the numbers who are actually on hand each given day, especially

holidays, is a concern.

54 Animal Keepers'Forum, Vol. 36, No. 2



These are legitimate concerns. As a fellow keeper myself, I also

know a common downfall of keepers. We are really good at

expressing concerns, but we sometimes come up short in bringing

the solutions. This year make safety one of your top priorities.

You don’t need to be a zoo manager to be a leader, so be the

leader who makes your zoo or your area of the zoo a safer place

this year. Help foster positive communication. Aim for steady

progress, even if it may be too slow for your liking. Everything

we do as keepers is important, but nothing is more critical than

safety. Make sure you are part of the solutions to the challenges

AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION

of ZOO KEEPERS

of safety at your institution. It may someday save the life of a co-worker, visitor, or your favorite

zoo animal. It just might save your own life. Until next time, be safe, and if you make any great

accomplishments in fostering safety at your zoo, let me know. I’d love to hear about it.

Shane Good, AAZK, Inc. President

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo

shane.good@aazk.org

Are You Moving? Help SaveAAZKSome $$$!

Make sure to notify AAZK of your change of address. Not only do you not want to miss a

single issue, but it costs AAZK about a $1.00 for every AKF that is returned by the

Post Office as undeliverable! This is money that could be better spent on AAZK’s projects

and programs. So, PLEASE take the time to notify us when you relocate.

Calk 785-273-9149 or you can email change of address information to:

aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmaii.com< Please put “Address Change” in the subject line. You

may also send in a change of address from the AAZK website (www.aazk.org)

See the Reminder Bar on the right side of the Homepage.
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Post Your Coining Events Here

email to: akfeditor@zk.kscoxniail.coinComing Events
Bird Conservation through Education; A National

Gathering - February 22-26, 2009 in Jekyll Island, GA.
Hosted by The Council for Environmental Education

(CEE), Flying WILD, and the Bird Education Network
(BEN). Jekyll Island is home to a staggering number
of bird species year round. The island is part of the

Colonial Coast Birding Trail and is a designated

Important Bird Area (IBA). It’s a birder’s paradise and

the perfect location for a winter conference! Join us

for an exciting week of bird education! For more
information visit http://www.birdeducation.org/

jekyllisland.htm or call the Council for Environmental

Education at 713-520-1936.

International Association of Avian Traiiiejs__ajid

Educators 17th Annual Conference - February 24-28,

2009 hosted by the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Gardens.

“09 in Nati” will feature papers, posters, site visits,

roundtables, vendors and workshops. Topics include

avian behavior, training, husbandry, conservation, strides

in veterinary care, as well as show presentation,

production and educational content. For further info

please visit www.iaate.org or contact Eddie Annal at

ed.annal@cincinnatizQQ.Qrg<

International Cassowary Summit - April 1-4, 2009 in

Cairns, Queensland, Australia. The Australian Rainforest

Foundation (ARF) invites you to the inagural

International Cassowary Summit held in the heart of the

World Heritage listed West Tropics in tropical northern

Queensland. The conference is focused on bringing

together scientists, researchers, zoo curators, natural

resource management and environmental groups to

formalize how we must act and in what timeframe to

ensure the survival of this keystone rainforest species.

Workshops, plenary sessions and field trips will address

a Recovery Plan for the cassowary, the current state of

research, captive breeding, habitat analysis and threats,

and potential wild releases. For more info email:

info@.arfnet.au<

AZAD 2009 Regional Conference - April 24-26 in

Phoenix, AZ. Hosted by the Phoenix Zoo. For further

info contact Mary Anne Lefevre at mlefevre2@.cox.net

or Randi Knappenberger at bkandraii@mac.CQm

2009. Animal Behavior Management Alliance (ABMA)
Conference - April 26 - May 1, 2009 in Providence-

Warwick, RI at the Crowne Plaza Hotel. The theme is

“Bridging the Gap” - bringing together trainers, handlers,

and keepers of animals, irrespective of species to share

information and address topics to help develop a

comprehensive behavior management program. Does
your behavior management program need a little spicing

up? Join us to learn new techniques on how to connect

with the animals in your care; including interactive

training and enrichment workshops; and the importance

of evaluating and documenting your behavior

management program. All conference details, including

the 1st Call for Papers, are available at www.theabma.org<

Send inquiries to Penny Krebs at pennkrebs@.cox.net or

to Jen Hennessy at jhennessy@.rwpzoo.org<

Prosimian Husbandry Workshop - April 30- May 2,

2009. Hosted by the Cleveland Metroparks Zoo. The
workshop will emphasize group discussion of captive

prosimian husbandry and management issues. Look
for registration, lodging, and workshop information

at the workshop web-page, www.clemetzoo.com/

prosimianworkshop <

2009 Rhino Keeper Workshop - May 17-21, 2009 at

Busch Gardens, Tampa, FL. Please watch website

www.rhinokeepersassociatiQn.org for updates regarding

the workshop. Any inquiries may be directed to:

intematiQnalrhinQkeepersassQciatiQn@gmail.CQm

International Conference on Diseases of Zoo and Wild
Animals 2009 - May 20-24, 2009 at Safaripark Beekse

Bergen, Hilvarenbeek, The Netherlands. For information

contact: 2009@,zoovet-conference.org or see h ttp://

www.zovet-conference.org

The 9th International Conference on Environmental

Enrichment - May 3 1 - June 5, 2009 in Torquay, Devon,

UK. First Call for papers and Registration. Go to

www.reec.info for details. First Call for Papers and

registration-go to www.reec.info for details.

Third Orangutan SSP^ Husbandry Workshop -

September 2, 2009 at Zoo Atlanta. For additional

information contact Thomas Heitz at

theitz@zooatlanta.org or thomas.heitz@gmail.com.

You may also call 404-624-5939 (w) or 404-414-9178

(cell).

Joint 36th National AAZK-andJ rd International

29, 2009 in Seattle, WA. Hosted by the Woodland Park

Zoo and the Puget Sound Chapter ofAAZK. Check out

w.ww.p.ug.etSQundaazk.Qrg/ for conference information.

FINAL Call for Papers: You are invited to submit

abstracts of papers, posters & workshops on any aspect

of zoo work. More information and guidelines can be

found at the ICZ website www.iczoo.org If you want to

run a workshop focused on developing zoo keeper skills,

please send a short description. Please mark ‘ICZ

Abstract’ and send to: Paul Howse, ICZ Steering

Committee at p.howse@chesterzoo.org Deadline for

abstracts is I April 2009.

64th WAZA Annual Conference - October 4-8, 2009 in

St. Louis, MO. Hosted by the St. Louis Zoo at the

Renaissance Grand Hotel. For more information please

visit http://www/waza.org

Neotropical Primate Husbandry. Research, and
Conservation Conference - (^ober 13-15, 2009 in

Chicago, IL. Hosted by thQ(^rookfield Zoo. This

conference will focus on a^Jidt^y of topics pertaining to

neotropical primates an^^il bring together staff from

zoological parks, sani^aries, and universities, as well

as field researche^ljCM range country biologists to share

the most cur/e^information on husbandry, and

conservation. Please contact vince.sodaro@.czs.org for

additional information.

20th International Zoo Educators’ (IZE) Biennial

Conference - October 19-23, 2009 at Disney’s Animal

Kingdom,Orlando, FL. For more information, please visit

http://wwwdzeaji£t
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www.niazuri.com

Working in partne:

and aquariums,

nutritionists develop industry

leading products specifically for

each species. From aardvarks

to zebras, we work hard to give

your animals the most of what

they need.

For more information on

MAZtIRF products-including

nutritional analyses and research

findings-visit www.mazuri.com

Because when it comes to great

nutrition, we’re committed to

the health and longevity of

every animal.

Ma ri
The IxoticAnimal Feeding Resource
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AAZK Announces New Members

New Professional Members
Gabriel Montague, Zoo New England (MA); Trina

Puglia, Bronx Zoo (NY); Michael Henley and

Matthew Evans, Smithsonian’s National

Zoological Park (DC); Stephen Dombroskie,

Maryland Zoo of Baltimore (MD); Pat Triplett,

Reston Zoo (VA); Erin Lewter, Central Florida

Zoo & Botanical Garden (FL); Annik Schwartz

and Debie Smith-Estes, Busch Gardens (FL);

Sheena Koeth, Cleveland Metroparks Zoo (OH);

Angie Adkin, Lincoln Park Zoo (IL); Kathryn

O’Connell, Racine Zoo (WI); Molly Pacer and

Michelle Maher, Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo

(NE); Sabrina Misek, Tulsa Zoo & Living

Museum (OK); Whitney Lanfranco, San Antonio

Zoo (TX); Brian McMillan, Walking with Lions

(CA); Jennifer Gruenewald and Jessica Moran, Los

Angeles Zoo (CA); and Kimberly Robertson,

Safari West (CA). We no longer print the names
of those Professional Members who do not list their

facility on their membership application/renewal

(There were three this month).

New Institutional Members
California Science Center

Los Angeles, CA

Moonridge Animal Park

Big Bear Lake, CA
Debbie Richardson, Curator

Renewing Institutional Members
Rosamond Gifford Zoo at Burnet Park

Syracuse, NY
Chuck Doyle, Director

Animal Junction, Inc., Warminster, PA
Joseph Fortunato, President

Santa Fe Community College Teaching Zoo
Gainesville, FL

Jack Brown, Director

Disney’s Animal Kingdom, Orlando, FL
Kathryn Pring, Animal Program Administrator

Como Zoo and Conservatory, St.Paul, MN
Michael Hahm, Director

Abilene Zoological Gardens, Abilene, TX
William K. Baker, Jr., Director

El Paso Zoo, El Paso, TX
Steve Marshall, Director

New Commercial Member
Finney Creek Advanced Nutrition

Jensen Beach, FL
Kristie Jakeman, President

Renewing Membership with PayPal®

A Few Reminders
If you join or renew your membership in AAZK
on the website (vmw.aazk.org) and use PayPal®

as your method of payment, please be aware of

the following:

• The information we receive at our office via

email confirmation from PayPal® only lists the

name on the credit card being used for payment.

Therefore, the AAZK membership card we issue

will be in that name. So, if you use a credit card

other than one in your own name (spouse’s,

parent’s, or friend’s, ), you need to email Barbara

Manspeaker at aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmail.com

letting her know that a PayPal® payment for your

membership is coming in, but the PayPal® email

confirmation will be under another individual’s

name.

• Also, the information AAZK’s receives from

PayPal® does not tell us the zoo or aquarium with

which you are affiliated. When you pay via

PayPal®, we ask that you email Barbara with your

institutional information so that your listing on

our membership database may be as complete as

possible.

• Ifthere are any problems with or questions about

a membership submitted via PayPal®, Barbara will

be sending an email to whatever email address

you have listed on your PayPal® account settings.

Ifthis is not an email address you check regularly,

you may not receive such an email and this could

cause delays in processing your membership.

THE
GOURMET
RODENT,

INC.“

RATS AND MICE

Bill & Marcia Brant

12921 SW 1st Rd., Ste 107,

PBM #434

Jonesville, FL 32669

(352) 472-9189

Fax: (352) 472-9192

e-mail: GrmtRodent@aol.com
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The Behavioral Husbandry Committee Presents

Where you can share your training experiences!

Training Tales Editors - Jay Pratte, Zoo Atlanta; Kim Kezer, Zoo New England;

and Angela Binney, Disney s Animal Kingdom

Can a Moray Eel Be Trained?

By Tammy Root, Senior Aquarist

Indianapolis Zoo, Indianapolis, IN

AAZK Behavior Husbandry Committee Oversite

On 19 July 2006, 0.0.13 green moray eels {Gymnothorx prasinus) and 0.0.14 purple mouth eels

(Gymnothrox vicinus) arrived at the Indianapolis Zoo. After 30 days of aeelimation, we began their

first training session in the shark isolation pool. The pool holds approximately 9500 gallons of

water and is approximately 9ft. deep [2.74m]. We wanted to condition them to come to station for

feeding and to feed off of a pole.

From what we understand, eels have poor eyesight and better hearing. Eels don’t have external

ears, but have internal ears where sound vibrations are transmitted from the water to the internal ear.

For this reason we decided to use an audible cue and a visual cue together.

Training only occurred during feeding. Eels

were fed three times per week and received a

diet mix of capelin, herring, shrimp, sardines,

and smelt. When the training sessions started,

each of the two species had its own visual

target and audio cue, meaning that there was

one target per species. The eels learned almost

immediately what a feed pole was so there

really wasn’t much conditioning involved.

The hardest part was to get them to station to

a target. The target was a PVC shape with

colored electrical tape and the audible was

either banging two PVC pipes together or

rattling stainless steel hardware together on a

pole. The eels were reinforced with food if

they came to the area the target was in, not

necessarily to the feed pole itself Although

the numbers of each group is large, feeding

them wasn’t much of a challenge. The eels

allow the keepers to easily feed each eel.

Green Moray Eel Sticking Its Head Out of a Cave

(Photo courtesy ofthe author)

came up to the target area at a pace slow enough to

We introduced the targets for two reasons. One reason was to give us a spot to which we wanted to

bring the eels. The other was to allow us to vary the audio cue between each species. When the two
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abcanimaltraining.com

Basic Academy
Sept. 14- 18, 2009

Advanced Academy
Sept. 21 - 25, 2009

ENROLL TODAY! SPACES ARE LIMtTEDl

species were conditioned to come to their own
targets, the targets were approximately 10- 12ft.

[3-3.65m] apart (one on either side of the tank).

After several months of targeting each species

to their own station, their targets were moved
on 19 January 2007 to a different part of the

pool. Believe it or not, the eels got it! Each

species remembered what target to go to and

what audible cue to listen for.

On 2 April 2007, all eels were moved to their

new exhibit, which holds approximately 22,000

gallons of water. (For the past several months,

the exhibit was being renovated so this is why
the eels had been temporarily housed in the

shark isolation pool). During feeds, it seemed

that it took the eels a few months to become re-

acclimated to the targets. Eels are nocturnal and

the new exhibit has several different corals,

hiding places for eels, dark areas and numerous

fish are housed with them. At times, we even

had to introduce a third station, using the target

that they were used to just to make sure the eels

were eating and to reiterate what the audible cue

and target meant.

Where you can share your

training experiences!

Just a reminder, submit your “Training Tales” and experiences in operant conditioning to share

with Animal Keepers' Forum readers. This opportunity provides a convenient outlet for you to

exhibit your training challenges, methods and milestones with the AAZK member network.

Please submit entries based on the following guidelines:

a) Submit a briefdescription ofa training project at your zoo (500 words or less, in text

or bullet points). Details should include the following:

• Define the training goal

• List important steps

• Timeline used

• Tips you learned along the way

b) Include 1-2 digital photos (jpg or tif) that clearly depict the animal in the learning

process or performing the desired goal (list source and photographer ofeach image).

Please send entries or questions to: Jay Pratte at jpratte@zooatlanta.org (use Training Tales

Entry as the subject line). Happyt training!
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It took another couple of months, but we decided to go down to one target for both species in

November of 2007. When doing this, we slowly moved the two original targets closer together.

The diver stairs of the exhibit was somewhat a mid-point between the targets. The eels were quick

to catch on and we were able to eliminate one target, eliminate one audio cue, and condition all of

them to only one target and one audio cue. By the end of the year, we eliminated the use of the

target altogether and trained them to respond to just the audio cue. Since the eels have acclimated to

the audible cue, they are responding well. We can change where we stand at the top of the exhibit,

sound off the audible, and they respond!

Below is a picture of the audio cue and feed pole. The audio cue is simply shaking the PVC pipe

with the stainless steel parts under water. The “feed pole” is the plastic tie wrap around the PVC

Cue and Feed Pole

Training aquatic animals is relatively new within the past few years. Some may wonder how you

would even train a fish. The answer is very simple. The same training techniques are applied when

training an elephant, a bear, or even an eel. Eels have a strong nature to hide in caves and crevices

of a reef If a tamarin was constantly hiding, wouldn’t you want to see him on a regular basis to

make sure he’s in good health? If it’s his personality to constantly hide, then training him to target

to an object or place in the exhibit for a visual check would be beneficial. Training eels to come out

of their caves for feeding gives aquarists the same opportunities as it would a tamarin keeper. Being

able to recall an eel out of hiding has proven to be very beneficial. We are able to monitor which

animals have been eating and the health status of each individual.

So, can an eel be trained? The answer is YES!

Problem with Profile Info on Member’s Only Section of Website
It is important for allAAZK members to understand that the information you fill out in the

Profile area on the Member’s Only section of the AAZK website (www.aazk.org) DOES
NOT come to the Administrative Office. Therefore, if you enter a change of address or

name change in this section, we do not receive it. If you need to register a change of

address or a name change for the receipt of AKF^ you need to do so by clicking on the

“Change Your Address Here” link under the Reminder Board on the homepage. Or you

may call 785-273-9149 or email Administrative Secretary Barbara Manspeaker at

aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmail.com<
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World Wildlife Fund’s Most Threatened Species in 2009

World Wildlife Fund has released its annual list of some of the most threatened species around the

world, saying that the long-term survival of many iconic animals is increasingly in doubt due to a

host of threats.

WWF’s list of “9 to Watch in 2009” includes such well-known and beloved species as polar bears,

tigers, gorillas, pandas, elephants, whales and rhinos, as well as the lesser-known black-footed ferret

and vaquita. WWF scientists say these, and many other species, are at greater risk than ever before

because of poaching, habitat loss and climate change-related threats.

“If we don’t get serious about saving these spectacular species, it’s quite likely that many won’t be

around in the years to come,” said Tom Dillon, WWF’s senior vice president for Field Programs.

“The potential loss of some familiar and beloved wildlife should be a wake-up call that immediate

action must be taken ifwe want to live in a world with wild elephants, polar bears, and tigers. At the

dawn of the new year, our global resolution for 2009 should be to save these amazing species before

it’s too late.”

“WWF’s “9 to Watch in 2009” list:

1 . Javan Rhinoceros {Rhinoceros sondaicus)

Population: Less than 60. Location: Indonesia and Vietnam.

This is probably the rarest large mammal species in the world and is critically endangered. Poaching

and pressure from a growing human population pose greatest risk to the two protected areas where

they live. WWF teams actively monitor these rhinos and protect them from poachers.

2. Vaquita {Phocoena sinus)

Population: 150. Location: Upper Gulf of California, Mexico.

The world’s smallest and most endangered cetacean, this tiny porpoise is often killed in gillnets and

could soon be extinct. WWF is working with local fishermen, local and international non-profits,

and private sector and government officials on an unprecedented effort to save the vaquita. This

includes establishing a vaquita refuge, buying out gillnet fisheries and developing vaquita-friendly

fishing gear and other economic alternatives for the fishermen and their families.

3. Cross River Gorilla {Gorilla gorilla diehli)

Population: 300. Location: Nigeria and Cameroon.

The few remaining forest patches of southeastern Nigeria and western Cameroon are home to the

recently discovered Cross River gorilla, a subspecies of the western gorilla. But as its forests are

opened up by timber companies, hunters move in. Conservation measures are urgently needed for

this beleaguered animal, which is probably the world’s rarest great ape. In Nigeria, the Nigerian

Conservation Foundation, aWWF Affiliate, is working with communities in the Cross River National

Park to help save the Cross River gorilla.

4. Sumatran Tiger {Panthera tigris sumatrae)

Population: 400-500. Location: Sumatra, Indonesia.

Accelerating deforestation and rampant poaching could push the Sumatran tiger to the same fate as

its now-extinct Javan and Balinese relatives in other parts of Indonesia. Tigers are poached for their

body parts, which are used in traditional Chinese medicine, while skins are also highly prized.
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(photos courtesy of World Wildlife Fund)

Cross River

Gorilla

Vaquita

Norlliern Pacific Right Whale
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WWF is researching the Sumatran tiger population with camera traps, supports anti-poaching patrols

and works to reduce human-tiger conflict as the cats’ habitat shrinks. Through the efforts ofWWF
and its partners, the Indonesian government in 2008 doubled the size ofTesso Nilo National Park, a

critical tiger habitat,

5. North Pacific Right Whale (Eubalaenajaponicd)

Population: Unknown, but less than 500. Location: Northern Pacific, U.S., Russia and Japan.

The North Pacific right whale is one of the world’s rarest cetaceans, almost hunted to extinction

until the 1960s. It is rarely sighted and has a poor prognosis for survival due to collisions with ships,

entanglement in fishing nets and the prospect of offshore oil and gas development in Alaska’s Bristol

Bay. WWF is working to improve shipping safety to avoid collisions and trying to prevent oil and

gas development in Bristol Bay, the whale’s primary summer feeding ground.

6. Black-Footed Ferret {Mustela nigripes)

Population: 500 breeding adults. Location: Northern Great Plains, U.S. and Canada.

Found only in the Great Plains, it is one of the most endangered mammals in North America because

its primary prey, the prairie dog, has been nearly exterminated by ranchers who consider it a nuisance.

Few species have edged so close to extinction as the black-footed ferret and recovered, but through

captive breeding and reintroduction, there are signs the species is slowly recovering. WWF has

been working to save the black-footed ferret and the prairie dog population upon which the ferrets

depend.

7. Borneo Pygmy Elephant {Elephas maximus borneensis)

Population: Perhaps fewer than 1,000. Location: Borneo, Malaysia.

These smallest of all elephants must compete with logging and agriculture for space in the lowland

forests of Borneo. WWF is working to ensure protection of the “Heart of Borneo” and tracks the

elephants through the use of satellite collars to learn more about these little-understood elephants.

8. Giant Panda {Ailuropoda melanoleuca)

Population: 1,600. Location: China.

An international symbol of conservation since WWF’s founding in 1961, the giant panda faces an

uncertain future. Its forest habitat in the mountainous areas of southwest China has become

fragmented, creating small and isolated populations. WWF has been active in giant panda conservation

for nearly three decades, conducting field studies, working to protect habitats and, most recently, by

providing assistance to the Chinese government in establishing a program to protect the panda and

its habitat through the creation of reserves.

9. Polar Bear {Ursus maritimus)

Population: 20,000-25,000. Location: Arctic.

The greatest risk to their survival today is climate change. Designated a threatened species by the

U.S., if warming trends in the Arctic continue at the current pace, polar bears will be vulnerable to

extinction within the next century. WWF is supporting field research to understand how climate

change will affect polar bears and to develop adaptation strategies. WWF also works to protect

critical polar bear habitat by working with government and industry to reduce threats from shipping

and oil and gas development in the region. (Source: World Wildlifefund Press Release 12/16/08)
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Audubon Z^oos feeding metbods for fVlag uari vStorks and Roseate >Spoon[Dills

By Tiffany Smith Skalla, former Keeper Audubon Zoo ’s Jaguar Jungle

AAZK member, AZA member

Introduction

In September 2006, I became the primary keeper of a mixed species exhibit in Audubon Zoo’s

Jaguar Jungle. Two species of birds - LI Maguari Storks {Ciconia maguari) and 2.0 Roseate

Spoonbills {Ajaia ajaja) - are housed together in an open-topped exhibit with a stream for wading.

The storks were fed in a wooden feeder that was attached to the fence, and the spoonbills were fed

in uncovered floating trays in the stream. Both species of birds were being fed two times daily, once

in theAM and once in the PM. The issue with feeding the birds in this manner was the frequency in

which wild birds would eat the food, leaving the collection birds with little food for consumption.

Mainly the wild birds consist of the Black -Crowned Night Heron (Nycticorax nycticorax), the

American White Ibis {Eudocimus albus), and the Cattle Egret (Bubulcus ibis).

Comments

In order to prohibit the wild birds from consuming the exhibit animal’s diet, several options of

feeding methods were tested. At first, I kept the feeding set-up the same, but I remained in the

exhibit guarding the food sources. I deterred the wild birds from landing in the exhibit by waving

my hands and making loud noises. When wild birds did land, I scared them away. These attempts

were hardly successful because I would spook both the wild birds and the captive birds. It was also

hard to get the exhibit birds to eat their diets with me standing in such close proximity. If I retreated

to allow them to eat then the wild birds would also be able to eat. This was a time-consuming

method because my full attention was needed to keep the wild birds out of the exhibit, and as a

result, I could not focus on any other activity (ie: cleaning rocks). Method number one was a failure.

The next option was to toss the diets to the animals individually in the exhibit. This was also a time-

consuming method because birds were fed one piece of their diet at a time. Another drawback was

that wild birds were still able to quickly swoop down and take the food. The exhibit birds are slow

and sometimes have difficultly locating the fish unless they were practically hit with it. This method

had the captive and wild birds in more contact with each other than the other methods which increased

the occurrences of conflict, therefore raising the level of possible injury. This option was not

successful

The third option was to guide the birds into the catch-up holding area off the exhibit. The holding

area measures 14’ 10” x 17’ 10”[4.5212m x 5.4356m], has a mesh top and 1” x 2” [2.54cm x 5.08cm]

welded wire sides. This holding area is completely enclosed and the animals can be shifted into the

holding via a gate from their exhibit. The holding area was previously only used for feather trimming,

taking weights, and medical procedures.

At first, the food was placed inside the holding in the same manner as when it was originally placed

inside the exhibit. The stork’s wooden feeder was attached to the fence, and the spoonbills’ food

was placed in a tub filled with water. The storks proceeded to eat their own food and then, all the

spoonbills’ food as well To counteract the stork’s overeating, the food was placed in the holding in

two separate trays on the ground, instead of only one, as to allow for every bird to receive food. The
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four birds were then shifted into the holding and the gate was promptly elosed. They remain in this

holding while their exhibit is eleaned and maintained (approximately 15-20 minutes). The keeper

then opens the shift gate and the birds return to their exhibit. Any trays and leftover food are collected.

The food is disposed of and the trays are cleaned. This method was used for both the AM and PM
feeds.

When this system first started, the birds had to be guided into the holding area. However, they have

now been trained to wait by the shift gate for the keeper to arrive. All of the birds go into the area

readily for both AM and PM feedings.

Conclusion

Feeding the birds off-exhibit in an enclosed area proved to be the most effective method and is the

current feeding routine used for the Maguari Stork and Roseate Spoonbill exhibit at the Audubon

Zoo. With the wild birds eliminated from the feedings, the collection animals are able to consume

their entire diets and receive proper nutrition. This method also eliminates access of wild birds to

the food reducing contact of exhibit birds with wild birds at the food tray. The lack of food resources

aids in the decline of wild bird numbers in the exhibit which in turn decreases contact and reduces

the risk of disease exposure from the fly-ins to the exhibit animals.

This approach also requires the least amount of keeper time. The keeper needs only to place the

food into the holding area, shift the birds, and close the gate, allowing the keeper time to clean the

exhibit while the birds eat. It also assists in the acclimation of the birds to both their keeper and

their catch-up holding area, helping to make feather trimming and other procedures easier, faster

and less stressful for the animals. This simple change in the feeding manner is a success. As they

say, the third time is a charm!

Maguari Stork and Roseate Spoonbill exhibit at the Audubon Zoo (photo by author)
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Original feeding method set-up. The storks were fed in a wooden feeder that was attached to the

fence, and the spoonbills were fed in uncovered floating trays in the stream, (photo by author)

Feeding Method now used at Audubon Zoo. All birds in the holding for feeding time.

(photo by author)
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AAZK Logo Fleeces Now Available

AAZK has these great looking, long-sleeved fleeces available for sale on the Association

website (www.aazk.org). They are made of an 80/20 cotton/polyester blend for durability

and long wear. The AAZK logo is embroidered in full color on the left front. Fleeces

feature a zippered front and ribbed cuffs and hemline.

The fleeces are available in blue and black. Blue fleeces are available in Large and X-Large

only. Black fleeces are available in Small, Medium, Large and X-Large.

Fleeces sell for $60.00 each and price includes postage and handling.

During the AAZK 2008

Conference in Salt Lake City, the

fleeces will be sale priced at

$50.00 each so plan to buy yours

there. Or if you are not attending

the conference, send your order

with a friend who is and save

$ 1 0.00 ! These fleeces are not only

attractive, but durable and nice and

warm for late fall into winter wear.

You may also use the order form

below. Mail order form, check or

credit card information to: Fleeces,

AAZK, Inc., 3601 SW 29th St.,

Ste. 133, Topeka, KS 66614-2054.

AAZK Logo Fleece Order Form
(please print all information on form clearly)

Please send Blue fleece(s) in the following size(s) Large X-Large

(indicate number offleeces odered in each size)

Please send Black fleece(s) in the following size(s) Sm Med Lg X-Lg.

Number of fleeces ordered X $60.00 each = $ TOTAL $

Mail to:

Name

Address Apt.

City State/Province

Zip/Postal Code Email

Check Enclosed (make out to AAZK,Inc.) Please charge: Mastercard Visa „

Card # - - - Exp. Date /

Name on card
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Elephants

Rock On

Keepers at a safari park in the

West Midlands use a bizarre

method to calm down their

overexcited elephants - blaring

heavy metal music into their

enclosures.

Elephant, boombox and Keeper rock on at UK Zoo
The rocking nellies instantly be-

{Photo - Cater)

have better when they hear songs

by rock giants Black Sabbath, Led Zeppelin and Metallica. African elephants. Jack, 16, Lataba, 16

and Five, 17, at West Midlands Safari Park seem to become soothed by the classic rock tracks.

Keepers at the safari park play the Songs to ease the massive beasts into their morning routine of

bathing and eating. And they say if they turn the rock music off, the elephants become agitated and

pace around their enclosure.

Keeper Bob Lawrence said he was surprised that the blaring beats soothe them. He said: “We always

played music to the elephants for around ten years, but they are really calmed by the heavy rock

tones. “All three start looking around when we turn it off to see what is going on. They become

agitated and start pacing up and down in the enclosure.”

“We play it for around two hours in the morning while they are eating their diet of horse food, hay

and fruit and vegetables. It goes on while we scrape all the mud off them and and trim their nails if

it needs it before we release them out into the safari park,” Lawrence continued.

“It all started because the keepers love this kind of music, but I can’t say it’s my favorite. I’ve

worked here for over 35 years and I know the elephants really well, but they could probably pick out

the bands they like better than me. I wouldn’t change the music over now though because the

elephants love it so much. It’s just such a good distraction for them and a good way to keep them

calm,” Lawrence said.

“Other studies have found that elephants love classical music, but ours really love rock. I’m really

surprised that such a noise can instil such tranquillity, maybe it reminds them of the noise of the

jungle at home.”

A previous study at Belfast zoo found that elephants were calmed by the sounds ofclassical composers.

Researchers found that playing tracks like Beethoven’s Fifth reduced abnormal behaviors such as

swaying, pacing and trunk tossing. Source: TheSun.com 11/27/08
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AAZK GrcmtKeport . . . .

Amphibians, Their Current Status, and

an ImportantAZA course for Any Amphibian Keeper

By C. Drew Foster, Keeper

Lincoln Park Zoo, 2001 N. Clark, Chicago, IL 60614

I was recently awarded the American Association of Zoo Keepers Geraldine Meyer Professional

Development Grant. This award provided funding to attend the AZA Amphibian Biology,

Conservation and Management course (ABCM), a class instructed by a diverse group ofpioneers in

the field of amphibian biology, conservation, and husbandry. So why do amphibians deserve a

course solely devoted to them?

1. Amphibians are awesome

Amphibians are in a class by themselves, literally. The class Amphibia includes caecilians

(Order Gymnophiona), salamanders (Order Caudata), and frogs and toads (Order Anura). The direct

Greek translation of the word amphibia is “both” “life” referring to a biphasic life, usually with

aquatic larvae (tadpole or pollywog) and terrestrial adults. There are many exceptions to this, however.

For example Solomon Islands LeafFrogs (Ceratobatrachus guentheri) skip the aquatic stage whereas

some caecilians (e.g., Typhlonectes) and salamanders {Siren mdAmphiuma) have an entirely aquatic

life cycle.

There are traits common to all amphibians. All are ectothermic (i.e., their body temperatures

are influenced by environmental temperatures) vertebrates possessing a naked, permeable skin that

directly absorbs water. Their skin also allows for cutaneous respiration, or breathing across the

skin; some salamanders (plethodontidae) have no lungs and are entirely dependent upon cutaneous

respiration. Amphibian skin contains many glands, some ofwhich excrete toxins. Among the most

toxic are dart frogs in the genera Dendrobates and Phyllobates and newts like Taricha granulosa.

Other skin secretions serve to deter predators (the slimy salamander [Plethodon glutinosus] secretes

sticky substances) or keep the skin moist and facilitate respiration through the skin.

There are many unusual, almost alien-like, adaptations found within Amphibia. In the genus

Gastrotheca, eggs are carried in a pouch, in some species by the mother, in others by the father.

Suriname Toads {Pipa pipa), a highly aquatic anuran species, have a very interesting mating ritual

in which both the male and female swim in loops. As the eggs are released and fertilized they fall,

adhere to and become embedded in the female’s back. Boulengerula taitanus, a species of caecilian,

pushes parental care to the limits as mother provides nutrition to recently birthed offspring, which

bite and eat her skin using specialized teeth (Kupfer et al., 2006). Even the typical tadpole’s (e.g.,

Bufo ox Rana) morphological transformation into a frog is very dramatic undergoing drastic internal

and external (mouth parts, growth of appendages, tail absorption) changes.

2. Amphibians are important

In addition to simply being amazing creatures, amphibians are important components of

their ecosystem. Amphibians play the role ofboth predator and prey. As predators, many amphibians

are responsible for controlling insects and the diseases associated with them. As prey, they supply

a link to higher trophic levels. In parts ofNew England, the biomass of one species of salamander

{Plethodon cinereus) in a given area of habitat can equal or exceed that of all the mammals the area.

Amphibian skin secretions have long been valued for their medicinal properties. Recently

peptides identified from numerous species have been demonstrated to prevent HIV infection (Van

Compemolle et al., 2005). The potential benefit amphibians will serve for medicine is limitless as

seientists continue to discover applications using chemicals secreted by amphibians.
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With their permeable skin and biphasic lifestyle, amphibians are highly susceptible to

pollutants and other environmental hazards. For this reason, amphibians are commonly referred to

as the modem day “canary in the coalmine” and are important indicators of environmental health.

Global amphibian declines likely signal ecological plight that could affect all living organisms

including humans.

3 . Amphibians are facing a global crisis

Amphibian declines are occurring globally. Nearly one-third of all amphibian species are

currently threatened with extinction, and 122 species have gone extinct since 1980. Current extinction

rates are 211 times the normal background amphibian extinction rate (McCallum, 2007). Current

threats to amphibians include habitat destruction/loss, pollution, pathogens, introduction of exotic

species (often other amphibians; e.g., introduced populations of bullfrogs [Lithobates catesbeiana]

and African clawed frog [Xenopus iaevis]), and a fairly recently described parasitic fungus

(Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis) commonly referred to as amphibian chytrid (Longcore et ah,

1999). There is often interplay among these causes, and all are the result of human activities.

4 . Amphibians need our help through conservation efforts

Just as humans have caused amphibian extinctions, we must play a role in their preservation. The

Amphibian Conservation Action Plan (available online at www. amphibianark. org/pdf/A CAP,pdf)
was composed by 60 specialists as a response to the crisis. An important part of this is the Amphibian

Ark (see www.amphibianark.org). Many species will need to be brought into captivity temporarily

to be managed if they are to persist at all and Amphibian Ark addresses

this effort. The Toledo Zoo, site of ABCM, is one of only two zoos

worldwide (the other being the Bronx Zoo) to manage Kihansi Spray

Toads (Nectophrynoides asperginis), native to the Kihansi Gorge of

Tanzania and thought to be extinct in the wild, with hopes that they will

be reintroduced to their native habitat.

The international conservation community dubbed 2008 the Year

ofthe Frog (see www.yearofthefrog.org) to draw attention to the global

amphibian extinction crisis and to encourage and assist work towards

amphibian conservation. Although the Year ofthe Frog has concluded,

work towards amphibian conservation through collaborative breeding

and population management, public education, and scientific research

must continue if this highly fascinating and valuable taxonomic group is

to persevere.

You the reader can do plenty to help preserve these animals for future generations. A good place to

start is by simply reducing your carbon footprint or going green (reduce driving, purchase organic

foods, limit pesticide and fertilizer use). It is also important to be a responsible pet owner. Do not

purchase your pet from unreliable sources and never release a pet into the wild.

ABCM
In addition to the highly informative and all-inclusive lectures, during ABCM students

obtained hands-on learning in exhibit fabrication. This was one ofthe most enjoyable and applicable

components of the class. Instructors demonstrated that designing and maintaining aesthetically

pleasing, naturalistic exhibits is fun and easy. Incorporating various species of live plants (not just

Pothos) and water features into the setup should not intimidate keepers.

Students were also allowed to track development in amphibian larvae. After toads were

injected with hormones to induce reproduction, eggs were laid and fertilized. By observing the

fertile eggs and later the tadpoles under a dissecting microscope, students were able to identify the

various developmental stages (Gosner, 1960) through the remainder of the course.
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Other pertinent topics included various components vital to amphibian husbandry. Because

amphibians, with their permeable skin and aquatic life stage, really are physiologically tied to their

environment, monitoring water quality is extremely important for proper development and health.

Diet is also crucial to amphibian health. It must be varied and include nutritious prey items. Another

section of the course was devoted to live food culturing.

I strongly recommend that keepers enroll in ABCM. For those interested in amphibian

biology, husbandry, and/or conservation, this class is a must. It is very comprehensive, and even an

experienced herpetologist/herpetoculturist will benefit.
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Have You Sent AO Your E-mail Address Yet?

In order to better communicate with our members, and also save the Association the rising costs of

mailings/postage, we are working to establish an AAZK member e-mail database. With such a

database we would be able to send out electronic membership renewal notices, information about

upcoming conferences, and other Association news. In order to make this work, we need your help.

Please send an e-mail to Barbara Manspeaker at aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmail.com with the words “AAZK
Email Database” in the subject line. Please be assured that your e-mail address will not be shared with

any other group or individual without your express permission. We are simply looking for ways to

stay in touch with you as a member and to also help cut the costs of mailings and postage for the

organization. It’s all part of AAZK’s continuing push to be more “green” in our administration.

Thanks in advance for helping us achieve this cost-cutting goal.
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TLGpeat Apes Exhibit Mews fpom Japan

By Kako Y. Yonetani

Zoo Design & Education Lab (ZooDEL), Kobe, Japan

Recently, great apes (specifically Orangu-tan and Western lowland gorilla) have received much

attention and are very popular in the Japanese zoo world. Some highlights include:

The Asahiyama Zoo in Asahikawa-City, Hokkaido Island, is the northernmost zoo in our country.

They have opened a first of its kind ropeway exhibit in the air between the animal’s night houses

(also, their indoor display area) and the outside of the exhibit. This ropeway is connected by high

towers. A few more zoo=institutions in other cities are also following unique exhibits in similar

great ape facilities.

Of course, this basic design concept had already been realized at the Smithsonian’s National

Zoological Park in Washington, DC. The NZP exhibit was the first time such a travel path for the

orangutans between the Great Ape House and the Research Lab had been tried.

Now, a huge exhibit (called the “Sky Walk”) has been built for the orangutan family at the Tama

Zoo. The Sky Walk takes the animals from their exhibit housing to a detached estate in a naturally

wooded area some 150m [~492 ft.] away. We suppose this to be a longer route than the one at NZP.

The Tama Zoo, located in Tokyo, celebrated its 50"’ anniversary year in May of 2008 and is the

oldest zoo in Japan.

Among the orangutan family living at the Tama Zoo is a female named “Gypsy” who (as near as we

can determine) is the oldest orangutan in Japan at age 52 years (estimated age). She arrived at the

Tama Zoo at the estimated age of two years. During her years at the Tama Zoo she had a lot of

breeding success, producing four offspring. She also developed various kinds ofenrichment activities

for herself, including wiping up with a damp rag, drawing and gardening.

One can see another surprising exhibit at the Higashiyama Zoo & Botanical Garden in Nagoya. A
young male gorilla at this facility, that originally came from the Taronga Zoo in Sydney, Australia,

has taught himself to walk upright on a suspended rope. This is not something he had been taught

by his keepers or is in any way like a circus-act—it just appears to be something he enjoys doing

and it is, depending on his mood, basically a part of his everyday routine. This male gorilla is 10

years old and came to the Higashiyama Zoo in June of 2007.

At this same facility in the 1960’s, there was a trio of gorillas that used to perform similar rope

walking tricks, although I never had the opportunity to see this myself One of this trio is still alive

and resides at the zoo today. This female “Oki” is the oldest gorilla in any Japanese zoo and is 53

years old (estimated age). In 1988 when “Oki” was 33 years old, she had a baby but unfortunately

it did not survive. Another female “Nene” produced her first offspring at age 3 1 years and this was

the ninth recorded record for Japanese zoos for this species (only five zoos had succeeded before

this). Both of these births were by females of a greater age than normal first-time gorilla mothers.

Oki now keeps company with Nene’s daughter.
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A 10-year-old western lowland gorilla at

Higashiyama Zoo & Botanical Gardens delights

zoo visitors with his rope walking skills as a part

of his daily routine. He does this activity never

having been trained to do it, nor given treats for

doins it.

All photos by K. Yoslii Yonetani
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EO Editor - Rachel Daneault, Disney s Animal Kingdom

Penguins Helping Penguins -

Enrichment and Conservation Working Together

By Heather Neldner, Zookeeper

Milwaukee County Zoological Gardens, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

What is black, white, red, blue, green, purple and pink all over? Why it’s a painting penguin ofcourse!

At the Milwaukee County Zoo several of our Humboldt Penguins (Sphenscus humboldti) paint as

part of their enrichment program. This originally started as a fun thing for the penguins to do but it

soon became much more. The gift shop manager proposed selling the paintings in the gift shop with

the proceeds of the paintings going into the conservation fund. We decided that the money should go

to Humboldt penguin conservation in Chile. (Several other zoo animals paint including bonobos and

elephants, money from the sale of these paintings also go toward conservation programs). Recently

several ofthe penguins were featured and helped promote the first everAZA Live Animal Art Auction

held during the recent NationalAZA conference in Milwaukee, through the Auction Network. “Mongo”

painted for our local paper and “Mongo”, “Lil Gal” and “Houdini” painted for a local television

station, “Houdini” went to the conference and helped promote the art auction. This was great media

coverage for the NationalAZA Conference that was held at our zoo in September 2008. Soon after the

media coverage of the penguins painting, many people rushed in to buy paintings. Our graphics

department put together a post card that goes with each painting that explains how the paintings are

made, gives some history on the penguins that paint and explains that the purchase of the painting

helps penguins in the wild.

This is the front side of

a postcard the

zoo put together to

send along with the

paintings.

Photo by Mike Nepper
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Milwaukee County Zoo’s Artist

Humboldt Penguins

• Humboldt Penguins are from Chile; all proceeds from the artwork goes

toward conservation of these animals.

• Humboldt Penguins grow 26-28 inches long and can weigh up to 10 pounds.

• In their natural habitat these penguins nest in rocky coasts and caves.

• The Humboldt penguin population is currently estimated at between 3,300

and 12,000.

• Painting is part of the penguins enrichment program, and they thoroughly

enjoy the activity.

• Penguin keepers say that the penguins respond positively to the sight of the canvas and

to the word “paint”.

• Penguins create the paintings by chasing bubbles the zookeeper’s blow across the

canvas. This creates the penguin footprints on the canvas.

This is the back side of the postcard that is sent along with the paintings.

How do the penguins paint? We use 8 1/2 by 11 inch artist canvas boards and non toxic children’s

finger paint. We lay 6 to 8 canvases on the floor in a rectangle and place an artist’s pallet covered in

paint at the other end. One keeper helps the penguins step on to the pallet and another keeper encourages

the penguin/penguins to run across the canvases by blowing bubbles, or showing them toys that they

can play with. The birds chase the bubbles, play with the toys or get some belly rubs from a favorite

keeper as a “reward” for painting. The paint is non toxic and easily rinses off the birds when they are

done painting. The penguins that paint get very excited to paint and are often waiting at the door to be

let in and they know what “paint” means. The penguins can paint on their own or as a group, it is their

choice. We never deny any penguin the opportunity to paint if they want to and all the birds are

encouraged to paint. We currently have four birds that paint on a regular basis.
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Lil Gal getting a bit of help from a Keeper Lil Gal painting

The penguins have been painting for just over a year now and as of October 23, 2008 we have sold 50

paintings and have raised $1, 232.00 for conservation programs in Chile. We feel that this is an easy

enrichment option and a great way to promote conservation programs. The penguins have a great time

painting and it is also a lot of fim for the zookeepers that participate in the painting sessions. We plan

to continue painting with our birds as long as they continue to enjoy this activity.

(Ideas appearing in this column have not necessarily been tested by the editorsfor safety considerations. Always

think ahead and use goodjudgement when trying new ideas. You are invited to submit materialfor the Enrichment

Options Column. Look in the January 2004 issue ofAKFfor guidelinesfor articles acceptablefor this column ’s

format or contact the editor at akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.comfor a copy ofthe guidelines. Drawings andphotos of
enrichment are encouraged. Send to: AKF/Enrichment, 3601 SW 29th St., Suite 133, Topeka, KS 66614-2054,

USA. Eds.)

Big Cat Internships Available

Join us in

As seen on Animal Planet®

REEK “Growing Up Tiger”

Learn about Big Cat Management. Internship involves Animal Care Apprentice and

Public Education. We offer experience that counts towards employment.

TIGER MISSING LINK FOUNDATION / TIGER CREEK WILDLIFE REFUGE
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TheJournaloftheAmerican
Association ofZoo Keepers, Inc.

ANIMAL KEEtf’ERS’ FORUM
Special Dedicated Issue on Crisis Management in Zoos

November/December 2007

NOW
AVAILABLE

Crisis Management

in Zoos

Special 136-page issue of Animal Keepers^ Forum dedicated to Crisis Management in Zoos.

This special issue contains papers designed to help animal-care facilities supplement their own

crisis management protocols and provide information on how various plans have worked at

other facilities.

Table of Contents
Acknowledgement?, - Susan D. Chan, Managing Editor, Animal Keepers ’Forum • Preface - Ed Hansen,

Executive Director, AAZK, Inc. • Forward Kris Vehrs, Executive Director, Association of Zoos &
Aquariums • Introduction - W.K. Baker, Jr., Director, Abilene Zoological Gardens, Abilene, TX •

Crisis Management Planning in Zoological Institutions - GeoffUnderwood, Stirling, South Australia

• Disease Risk Communication and Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza - Robyn Barbiers, D. V.M.,

Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL • Developing a Weapons Team for Dangerous Animal Emergencies:

Organization and Training. - Norm Piwonka, Departmental Technical Analyst and Ken Kaemmerer,

Curator ofMammals, Dallas Zoo, Dallas, TX* Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf? Dealing with a

long-term, high-profile animal escape - Jennifer Barnett, Director of Wildlife Management, Binder

Park Zoo, Battle Creek, MI • Chemical Restraint of Exotic Animals in an Emergency Situation. -

Marilynn M. Baeyens, DVM, Veterinarian, Little Rock Zoo, Little Rock, AR* The Veterinary Role as

First Responders to a Medical Emergency in a Crisis Management Situation. - W.K Baker, Jr, Director,

Abilene Zoological Gardens, Abilene, TX • Critical Incident Stress Management: A Proven Tool for

Addressing Staff Needs After a Traumatic Event - Lisa Fitzgerald and Gary Sanchez, Dallas Zoo,

Dallas, TX and JayPratte, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA • Developing a Program for Dangerous Animal

Emergencies: Procedures for Animal Escape, Unauthorized Person in with Dangerous Animals, and

Unified Command System - Ken Kaemmerer, Curator ofMammals, andNorm Piwonka, Departmental

Technical Analyst, Dallas Zoo, Dallas, TX • Dive Safety in Zoos and Aquariums - Gil Falcone,

SeniorDive Safety Officer, Monterey BayAquarium, Monterey, CA • Wildlfire! One Facility’s Response

and Lessons Learned - Chuck Brinkman IV, Professor, Moorpark College, the Staff ofAmerica ’s

Teaching Zoo and the Studentsfrom the Classes of2004 and 2005 • Keep Commmunication Equipment

Powered in an Emergency, Part IWhat to Put in Your Emergency Power Kit - Thomas Shaddack,

TechSoup.com • Keep Commmunication Equipment Powered in an Emergency, Part 2 How to Convert

Your Devices to Run Off Batteries - Thomas Shaddack, TechSoup.com • The Terrorist Threat to

Zoological Institutions - W.K. Baker, Jr, Director, Abilene Zoological Gardens, Abilene, TX and
Commander WS. Graves, U.S. Navy, Retired • Hurricane Preparedness: Lessons Learned from
Hurricane Katrina - Elizabeth E. Hammond, DVM, Lion Country Safari, Loxahatchee, FL and Daniel
K. Maloney, General Curator/Life Sciences, Zoos Victoria, Parkville, VIC, Australia • Training

Dangerous Animals Safely is No Accident - Gary M. Priest, Curator-Applied Animal Behavior, San

Diego Zoo/San Diego WildAnimal Park/Zoological Society ofSan Diego, San Diego, CA • Firearms

Use and Training in AZA Institutions - Dan Beetem, Director ofAnimal Management, The Wilds,

Cumberland, OH • Aspects of a Safety Program for Zoos and Aquarium Facilities in the United

States - Ed Hansen, Risk Management Coordinator, City of Tucson, Tucson, AZ
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Crisis Management in Zoos Order Form
(Please type or print clearly)

I wish to order copy (ies) of the Crisis Management in Zoos dedicated issue

ofAnimal Keepers^ Forum.

AAZK Member $25.00 Non-Member $50.00

#copies X price $

Price includes Domestic media rate postage and Canadian airmail postage.

Total for Order $

Name.

Address Apt. #

City State/Province

Zip/Postal Code Country

Payment Options: check enclosed Mastercard VISA
(checks payable to AAZK, Inc. U.S. Funds ONLY )

Credit Card # - - -

Exp. Date

Name on Credit Card

(please print clearly)

Signature

Phone #

Email

Mail completed Order Form and payment or authorization to: AAZK, Inc., 3601 SW 29th

St., Suite 133, Topeka, Kansas 66614-2054 USA ATTN: CMZ Order. North American

phone orders using a Mastercard or VISA credit card may be placed by calling 785-273-

9149/
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[^ohoIdo Infant Reintroductions

K Matthew Akel

R
, ,

: ,r Collections Husbandry Science Lead, Primates

m San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA

||
Makel@sandiegozoo.org

g The San Diego Zoo currently houses four male and six female bonobos {Pan paniscus). Two of

^ these were maternally neglected infants, Mali and Tutapenda, whose mothers were hand-raised and

had histories of stillbirths. As a result, our animal care staffhad to hand-raise these young bonobos

I and attempt to reintroduce them back into their natal troop as earlier as possible. In order to succeed,

I the San Diego Zoo staff devised a game plan. It was critical that there would be a reevaluation of

previous hand-rearing protocol. After reassessing historical approaches, it was decided that a rapid

complete immersion of the infants into the bonobo environment and eventual troop integration

would greatly benefit them socially and physically. Ultimately, we hope to break the cycle of hand-

[ rearing by being proactive in our approach to bonobo infant reintroductions.

Our first step was to install a portable cage in front of the bonobo bedrooms to facilitate visual and

audible introductions whenever unprotected sessions were not feasible. Keeper staff was doubled

to assist with the increased work load, unnecessary

staff was restricted from the building, and camera

equipment was installed to remotely monitor the

introductions. In addition, a bedroom was converted

into a temporary nursery with visual access to the

troop.

Being hand-raised by the San Diego Zoo’s primate

nursery keepers, Mali and Tutapenda began daily

excursions to our bonobo facility. Initially,

introductions were limited to visual and protected

contact to assess the troops’ acceptance and limit

any injuries to the infants. These sessions lasted up

to eight hours and progressed fairly quickly to

unprotected introductions within a small transfer

chute that allowed for swift keeper intervention.

This chute was modified with numerous small access

doors for emergency purposes.

Bonobo “Lucy” from the Jacksonville Zoo &
Botanical Gardens. (Pi,a,o by Marian snckner)

Utilizing our experienced keepers’ knowledge of

bonobo behavior, positive interactions of all troop members with the infants was the usual outcome.

The bond between these animals and their primary caretaker was essential to the success of the

reintroduction. Positive reinforcement was used to reward positive interactions among the troop

Animal Keepers’Forum, Vol 36, No. 2 81
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and the infants. Additionally, implemented behaviors sueh as to “hold” and “carry” were rewarded

to encourage females to bond with Mali and Tutapenda. Knowing when to intercede during

unsuccessful or unsafe sessions was a crucial skill of the caretaker.

As a result of many successful introductions, Mali and Tutapenda have begun spending almost all

day and night in the bonobo facility not requiring constant supervision. While not fully integrated

into the entire troop, it is likely that these infants will continue to have surrogate troop members to

look after them during their exploration of their exhibit and bedrooms. Hand-rearing is a time and

labor-intensive process that is not an ideal situation. Hopefully, our animal care staff’s approach of

immersing the infants in the realm of the bonobo will eventually break this cycle of hand-rearing.

Acknowledgements

Thanks to: Mike Bates, Senior Keeper, San Diego Zoo; Greg Vicino, Animal Care Supervisor,

Primates, San Diego Zoo; and the San Diego Zoo Primate Nursery staff and Heart of the Zookeepers

who made this reintroduction a success.

Upside-down Bonobo “Lucy” at the Jacksonville Zoo & Botanical Gardens. .(Photo by Marian Brickner)

Editor s Note: The author presented a poster on the San Diego Zoo s Bonobo infant reintroductions

at the 2008 AAZK Conference in Salt lake City, UT
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Cor\^fervc{tioyv/Le^^l^^^ Updcutey
Column Coordinators: Becky Richendollar, North Carolina Zoo

and Greg McKinney, Philadelphia PA

This month ’s column was put together by

column co-coordinator Becky Richendollar

California vs. the Feds - California Attorney General Jerry Brown
government in late December, charging that a rule change by the Bush administration illegally

gutted provisions of the Endangered Species Act. The federal rules, finalized on December 16,

allow federal agencies to determine if projects pose a threat to protected species without any

independent scientific review of the projects.

The new rules also take away the ability to consider the effects of greenhouse gases on species.

Opponents to the new rules argue that some government agencies, such as the Bureau of Land

Management, lack the scientific expertise to determine threats to wildlife.

In announcing the new rules. Interior Secretary Dirk Kempthome emphasized that the modifications

were minimal and did not amend the law. He said the changes were common-sense streamlining of

bureaucratic processes and would not imperil protected species.

Environmental groups have also sued over these new rules, and the suits will likely be combined

and tried in a California court. Source: Los Angeles Times, 12/31/08

Tragic Loss of Baboons in Canadian Zoo - Ernie and Lisa, twenty year old olive baboons (Papio

anubis) at the Magnetic Hill Zoo in New Brunswick, Canada tragically lost their lives in late

December. The two were accidentally locked out of holding for 1 6 hours in temperatures that

dipped down to -4°F (-20°C).

“The female perished sometime during the night. It was a

very, very cold night and the male was hypothermic when we
got in the morning. We brought him in right away and tried to

administer aid to him unfortunately he perished about two

hours later,” said general manager Bruce Dougan. After

locking the animals outside to clean and set up the holding

area, the veteran zookeeper left the building without reopening

the shift door for the animals.

“For some reason the keeper was distracted and missed that

step. It was a tragic error and we didn’t realize it until the

next morning,” said Dougan. “Our staff is very distraught at

this point in time but no one is more distraught than the keeper

that made this tragic error.” Dougan went on to say that new
procedures are being put into place to avoid future tragedies

such as this. Source: Canwest News Service, 12/24/08

San Francisco Wants $75,000 from Tiger Mauling Victim
“ San Francisco city officials want a tiger mauling victim to pay them $75,000 for medical bills

covered after the victim was attacked in December of 2007. In late 2008 Kulbir Dhaliwal filed a

lawsuit against the San Francisco Police Department, the zoo, and a public relations firm involved

in the tragedy. The city cited regulations that let liens for city-funded medical care be placed against

damages recovered in wrongful injury or death cases.

suit against the federal
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The tax department said in a lien filed this week in federal court that Kulbir Dhaliwal has yet to pay

for medical treatment provided by the city after the mauling on Christmas Day 2007. Dhaliwal,

who was 23 at the time of the attacks, suffered deep cuts and bites and underwent surgery to repair

damage to his knees, according to a claim he and his brother filed last spring. The lien does not

specify what medical care Dhaliwal received from the city. Source: AP, 1/02/09

Adopt a Keeper - The London Zoo has added two new animals to their list of possible adoptees.

Zookeepers Darren Jordan and Mark Habben are now alongside specimens such as Lucifer the Lion

on the ZSL London Zoo’s website.

As with other adopted zoo animals, neither Darren or Mark are available to go home with their

adoptive families. However, the “owner” of either keeper will receive an adoption packet, regular

email updates about their specific adoptee and a free ticket to the zoo.

Ian Vallance, Zoo Adoption Manager said, “A lot of zoos offer animals for adoption, but this is the

first time that a zoo has its keepers on offer, we can’t wait to see who is most popular. More

information can be found at www.zsl.org/adopt. Source: Associated Press, 1/02/09

Knut Chooses Meat Over Man - Celebrity polar bear (Ursus maritimus) Knut had an unexpected

visitor in late December. The 37-year-old man climbed around barriers and into the exhibit of

Berlin Zoo’s most famous bear. The man was unharmed because keepers were able to shift Knut

into a holding area with some meat treats. Berlin police reported that the visitor, “said that he

thought the polar bear was sad and lonely, and that he

wanted to keep him company”.

Knut rose to celebrity status two years ago when he

was rejected by his mother and was raised by keeper

Thomas Doerflein. In September of last year Doerflein

died of natural causes leaving the 200 kg (440 lb)

animal alone.

The unidentified intruder climbed over a fence and fell

into a moat filled with water on the edge of Knut’s

exhibit. After keepers lured Knut inside, the man

refused to leave the moat and remained there until the

police arrived. He refused medical treatment and was

released. Source: Reuters, December 22, 2008

Emu Tragically Loses Life on Christmas Eve - Keeper Jim Gott faced a horrendous site when he

arrived at work at the Alexandra Park Zoo in Queenaland, Australia on Christmas Eve. There Gott

found the Emu {Dromaius novaehollandiae) that he had been caring for over the last 10 years

brutally murdered. Mary, the 30- year-old emu was brutally attacked. Police Sergeant Graham

Bubb said, “they wrestled with the emu, brought it to the ground and used a large kitchen knife to

disembowel the animal.” When Mr. Gott found Mary she was lying on the ground with her stomach

cut open and the knife beside her. Investigations continue with the hopes ofdiscovering the identity

of the attackers. Oily the Ostrich, housed opposite Mary’s exhibit is being moved for his safety.

Source: Reuters, 12/22/08

The Nashville Zoo Connects Visitors Through Touch - New signs and exhibits at the Nashville

Zoo aim to allow those that are visually impaired to experience the true wonder of the zoo. Signs in

Braille can be found at the giraffe and elephant exhibits. Also at these exhibits replicas of a giraffe

Knut on 2nd birthday

(Photo: Reuters via YahooNews.com)
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neck and an elephant skull are available for visitors to touch. This is all part of what the zoo is

calling the Tactile Safari. These items will help sighted visitors, as well, as they are able to compare

the animal’s bones with what they know about human anatomy.

The idea was brought to the zoo by two Girl Scouts working towards their Gold Awards. Lizzie

Waldo and Sara Jane Johnston approached the zoo with the desire to create something for the visually

impaired. While many zoos have small models of animals for the visually impaired, Nashville

believes this is the first example of life-sized models. In the future, the zoo hopes to expand the

Tactile Safari. Source: The Tennessean, 12/31/08

Zoo’s Tactile Safari. (Photos from Zoo & Aquanum Visitor eNewsletter)

Proposed Penguin Listings - The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has created a proposal to list the

African penguin (Spheniscus demersus) as endangered. The population of African penguins is in

trouble because of predation, commercial fishing, and oil pollution.

In addition, FWS advised that five other penguin species are being considered for threatened status

under the Endangered Species Act. The five speices are the yellow-eyed penguin (Megadyptes

antipodes), the white-flippered penguin {Eudyptula minor albosignata), the Fiordland crested penguin

{Eudyptes pachyrhynchus), the erect-crested penguin {Eudyptes sclateri), all from New Zealand, as

well as the Humboldt penguin {Spheniscus humboldti) of Chile and Peru. These species are in

trouble due to habitat loss, disease, predation, and commercial fishing. The FWS also took in to

account long-term affects of climate change on these species when they made their decision.

FWS research also revealed that three penguin species do not need the help from the Endangered

Species Act. The emperor penguin

{Aptenodytes forsteri) and the Northern

Rockhopper penguin {Eudyptes moseleyi)

populations were found to be stable. In

addition, they did not propose any listing for

the macaroni penguin {Eudyptes

chrysolophus), because of its large

population.

If all of these penguin species are listed, it

would be illegal to import or export these

species without an Endandgered Species Act (Photofrom the daiiygreen.com)
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permit. These permits are only given when an activity will benefit conservation. There will now
be a 60-day comment period during which FWS will gather information from scientists and the

public before making the final ruling. Source: Fish and Wildlife News, 1/09/09

Supreme Court Ruling: Whales’ Needs Outweighed by Military - Late last year, the Supreme
Court ruled against environmentalists who argue that military sonar testing is killing whales. “The
balance of equities and the public interest ... tip strongly in favor of the Navy,” wrote Chief Justice

John Roberts in the majority opinion. “The Navy’s need to conduct realistic training with active

sonar to respond to the threat posed by enemy submarines plainly outweighs the interests advanced

by the plaintiffs.”

The Natural Resources Defense Council advocated for the whales, supplying graphic evidence of

whales beaching themselves in distress, their brains and ears bleeding, or suffering from “the bends”
— an affliction known to deep-sea divers who surface too quickly. Sonar appeared to have disoriented

the whales, which rely on sound to navigate, in much the way that unrelenting and blinding light

might make life difficult for people. But it’s hard to know exactly what’s going on in the deep

ocean, and the Navy argued that clear evidence of whale harm was uncertain, and certainly less

important than threats posed by enemy submarines. Nevertheless, the court sided with the NRDC,
ordering the Navy to stop sonar training exercises off the California coast. Then President Bush
stepped in, giving the Navy an executive exemption from the ruling, followed by another federal

court ruling that Bush’s say-so wasn’t enough. On it went to the Supreme Court, where the Navy
won by a 5-to-4 margin. Source: wiredscience, 11/12/08

1,000 New Jungle Species Discovered in Mekong Region - More than 1,000 species - spiders,

mammals, snakes and a hot pink, poisonous millipede - have been discovered in the Greater Mekong
region of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos, creating an urgency for environmental groups that fear

widespread destruction of the land.

“In the current world of discoveries in our planet, this is very big,” said Pete Ewins, spokesperson

for the World Wildlife Foundation.

The report, titled First Contact: New Species Discoveries, was released in December by WWF. It

examines a decade’s worth of discoveries in the greater Mekong region, comprising Cambodia,

Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam and China’s Yunnan province. “Now that the region has stabilized,

researchers have been able to go in and document the species. Their findings show it is a major

global hotspot for biodiversity, a treasure,” said Ewins, who directs WWF Canada’s species

conservation programs.

While the discoveries were unfolding, a “massive” industrial shift has been underway in the region,

destroying some of the habitat of the species being documented, he said. The Greater Mekong
region is home to 430 mammal species, including the Asian elephant, Irrawaddy dolphin and Javan

rhino, and is one of the last strongholds for the critically endangered Indochinese tiger.

The new species, documented between 1997 and 2007, include least 88 new species of spiders. One
of the most significant finds was the Heteropoda

maxima, a spider with a leg span of up to 30cm
[11.8 inches], considered one of the largest

huntsman spiders in the world.

Another new species is the Desmoxytespurpurosea,

or the “dragon millipede.” Hot pink and spiny, the

millipede has glands that produce cyanide for its

defence. The report says that “several millipedes

were found sitting and moving on limestone rocks

and on the leaves ofArenga pinnata palms.”

WWF is working with research institutions in the

region and advocating with governments and
industry to conserve the habitats of both the well-

known and newly documented species. Source:

www.thestar.com 12/15/08 - Moira Welsh, Environment Reporter (Photo courtesy ofWWW- CANADA)
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Second Taiping Gorilla Dies at Limbe Wildlife Center - Izan, a male Western Lowland
gorilla(Gon7/(3 g. gorilla) that became an international symbol of illegal trade and African heritage

as part of the so-called “Taiping Four,” died on 26 December 2008 at the Limbe Wildlife Center in

Cameroon following a lengthy illness. An autopsy was performed following Izan’s death, and it is

hoped laboratory tests in Europe will provide answers as to the cause. It is believed that stress and

a lack of immunity to endemic pathogens may have contributed.

“We are all deeply saddened by the passing of Izan and our hearts go out to the staff of the Limbe
Wildlife Center, which battled mightily to save him,” said Doug Cress, executive director of the Pan

African Sanctuary Alliance (PASA). “Gorillas are fragile animals that are extremely susceptible to

stress, and it could be that the ordeal of Izan’s original capture from the wild and his subsequent

travels left him vulnerable.”

The Taiping Four gorillas [1.3] were were illegally captured as infants from the wild in Cameroon
in 2001 and smuggled across the border to Nigeria. From there, the gorillas were transferred under

forged CITES permits to the Taiping Zoo in Malaysia. After the deal was uncovered, the Government
of Malaysia confiscated the gorillas and sent them to the Pretoria Zoo in South Africa - despite

repeated requests from the Government of Cameroon for the return of the gorillas. In support of

Cameroon’s request, a consortium of animal conservation and welfare organizations lobbied

aggressively for the repatriation ofthe gorillas, and the Taiping Four were sent to the Limbe Wildlife

Center in late 2007. Their return was viewed as a national victory for Cameroon against the

international wildlife trafficking menace that continues to threaten the species’ survival.

Last June, Oyin, another of the Taiping Four gorillas, died from intestinal problems similar to those

that plagued Izan. Although the Taiping Four gorillas joined Limbe ’s 12-member gorilla social

group within months of their arrival in Cameroon, Izan was noticeably more shy and susceptible to

stress than the others. He first became ill in July, and ultimately required treatment four times over

the next five months just to maintain his health. Limbe officials were in constant contact with primate

health experts in Africa, Europe and North America throughout Izan’s illness and treatments.

“This is a terrible loss for us all,” said Felix Lankester, manager of the Limbe Wildlife Centre. “We
did absolutely everything we could to save Izan and uncover the source of his illness, but by the end

he was just too weakened to recover. We shall miss him very much.” Added Lankester: “The initial

findings from the necropsy of Izan were similar to those found in the necropsy of Oyin, suggesting

that there could be a common cause to these two deaths. We shall be sending tissue samples to labs

in an attempt to ascertain the cause.”

PASA was formed in 2000 to unite the rescue and rehabilitation facilities across Africa that care for

chimpanzees, gorillas, bonobos and literally thousands of other endangered primates. For more
information, please visit www.pasaprimates.org< Source: WildlifeDirect.com 12/31/08from Pan African

Sanctuary Alliance News Release

Strange, Elusive Mammal Caught on Tape - Rare footage of one of the world’s most strange and
elusive mammals has been captured by scientists. Large, and with a long, thin snout, the Hispaniolan

solenodon resembles an overgrown shrew; it can inject passing prey with a venom-loaded bite.

Little is known about the creature, which is found in the Caribbean, but it is under threat from
deforestation, hunting and introduced species and researchers say conservation efforts are now needed.

The mammal was filmed in the summer of 2008 during a month-long expedition to the Dominican
Republic - one of only two countries where this nocturnal, insect-eating animal can be found (the

other is Haiti). The researchers from the Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust and the Ornithological

Society of Hispaniola were able to take measurements and DNA from the creature before it was
released.

The Solenodon paradoxus is one of the creatures highlighted by the Zoological Society ofLondon’s
(ZSL) Edge of Existence program, which focuses its efforts on conservation plans for animals that

are both endangered and evolutionarily distinctive. Dr. Sam Turvey, a ZSL researcher involved with

the program, said: “It is an amazing creature - it is one of the most evolutionary distinct mammals in

the world. Along with the other species of solenodon, which is found in Cuba {Solenodon cubanus),

it is the only living mammal that can actually inject venom into their prey through specialized teeth.
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“The fossil record shows that some
other now-extinct mammal groups

also had so-called dental venom
delivery systems. So this might have

been a more general ancient
mammalian characteristic that has

been lost in most modem mammals,
and is only retained in a couple ofvery

ancient lineages.”

A population was discovered living in

a remote comer of Haiti. Conservation efforts are now needed in both Haiti and the Dominican
Republic, the teams believe, but the first step would be to find out more about the animal. Source:

BBC/Wildlife 1-04-09

Japanese Zoo Attempts to Breed Two Female Polar Bears - Experts had been confounded by the

lack of chemistry between Tsuyoshi, a polar bear {Ursus maritimus) named after a popular male
Japanese ball player, and a female bear named Kummi. After six months of living together at

Kushiro Municipal Zoo on the northern island of Hokkaido, zookeepers were surprised to discover

that there were no breeding attempts between the pair.

“Even though the mttings eason came in spring, Tsuyoshi didn’t’ show any mating behavior such as

chasing after the female bear,” said zookeeper Hiroyuki Kubono. {We thought it might be because

Tsuyoshi waas stilltoo young.”

But in November of 2008 Tsuyoshi was anesthetized to undergo a genddder check - and after

conducting DNA tests on the bear’s fur, zoo staff were surprised to be informed that he was, in fact,

a she. According to experts, visually determining the gender ofyoung polar bears can be problematic

due to the long hairs covering the reproductive organs.

Tsuyoshi is not alone in having its gender confused - the bears “brother” that was adopted by another

zoo, has also turned out to be a female. Source: Telgraph.co.uk 11/27/08

Florida Soft Shell Turtle Population Being Depleted - Having depleted their own turtle populations,

many countries have begun importing large numbers of Florida softshell turtles. The Florida Fish &
Game Conservation Commission has cut the commercial catch limit to 20 turtles per day per person,

but many scientists say this won’t be enough to prevent the species decline. It’s unclear whether

that will have much effect becauyse no one knows how many fishermen there are and how many
turtles they have been catching.

Hauled from canals and marshes around Lake Okeechobee, turtles arrive inthe late afternoon at

Jones Fish House, a corrugated metal structure on the Pal Beach Countys ide of the lake. A truck

sent by Tamarac seafood broker Wan To Ho pulls up every few days and takes the turtles to Fort

Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport for a journey that will end in the soup bowls of Hong
Kong, Bejing and Shanhai.

“The real problem is we have no idea how many people are fishing, we don’t know how many they

are taking, ” said Peter Meylan, professor of biology at Eckherd College in St. Petersburg, who was
among 32 scientists who signed a letter urging the state to impose a one-turtle-a-day limit. “Two
guys fishing together can catch 40 turtles a day. You’re talking about a lot of biomass being taken

out of ecosystems all over Florida.”

Driving the business is the growing wealth of China, Vietnam, Malaysia and othert Asian nations

where the desire for exotic meats and traditional medicine ingredients has increased demand for

such items as turtle and shark fins.

“In China and Vietnam, freshwater turtle and tortoise meat is a delicay, ” said Barney Long, a

wildlife biologist with World Wildlife Fund.

Some estimates put the total turtle catch at 15,000 pounds a week or 1000-1500 turtles. Source:

current.com 12/16/08
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(U.S. Funds Only)
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Mail this application to: AAZK Administrative Offices, 3601 S.W. 29th, Suite 133 Topeka, KS 66614-2054.
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